
Supplementary Table S1 Usability concerns

Feature under test Issue identified Heuristic violated Correctable

Interruptive alert:
low value care

Date of most recent cervical cytology (pap)
smear was not displayed in the alert warning
the user against routine annual cervical cy-
tology screening in women 30–65 y of age.

Recognition, not recall Yes

Alert language “We did not find documen-
tation to support performing this study” was
ambiguous.

Match between system and real world Yes

Available override options appropriate were
not always appropriate for diagnostic tests.

Consistency and standards Yes

Passive alert:
annual screens

A control specified in the design as required
was incorrectly configured as optional.

Build defect

Users were not told and did not understand
that a control was multiselect.

Help and documentation Yes

A template to simplify addition of documen-
tation to a note was sought but not found.

Flexibility and efficiency of use Yes

Documentation aid:
comorbidities A

A user found an alternative workflow result-
ing in getting stuck in a modal dialog and
inability to return to the patient chart.

Recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors No

Interruptive alert:
acute opioid A

With a certain workflow, a field in a modal
dialog was not enabled as specified in the
design.

Build defect

Interruptive alert:
drug–disease
interaction checking

Users did not recognize that the list labeled
“Conditions” represented the patient prob-
lem list.

Match between system and real world, con-
sistency and standards

Yes

Passive alert:
malnutrition

User found an alternative workflow with
which the passive alert did not resolve as
expected.

Consistency and standards Yes

System did not notify the user that a partic-
ular selection automatically sent a system
message to a dietitian.

Visibility of system status Yes

Clinical pathway:
vascular access A

User found an alternative workflow which
caused the application to crash.

User control and freedom, error prevention No

A particular alternative workflow resulted in
an endless loop and prevented the user from
returning to the patient chart.

Error prevention No

The pathway notified the user of an incorrect
order and recommended an alternative but
did not help navigate the user to the correct
alternative order.

Recognition, not recall No

Clinical pathway:
apnea in stroke A

The feature employed a modal dialog from
which they could not navigate away to find
data required for completion of the pathway.

User control and freedom No

Clinical pathway:
neonatal syphilis

Lab tests were recommended but the order
details were incomplete.

Flexibility and efficiency of use Yes

An order specified in the design was omitted. Build defect

Interruptive alert:
pediatric sepsis

Button label “Treatment is Needed” was un-
clear and incorrect, as in some cases the user
would use this button to investigate further
without necessarily starting treatment.

Match between system and real world Yes

Column labels failed to make it clear that the
data presented were the patient data which
triggered the alert.

Match between system and real world Yes

Column headers were wordy and distracting. Aesthetic and minimalist design Yes

Clinical pathway:
vascular access B

The pathway notified the user of an incorrect
order and recommended an alternative but
did not help navigate the user to the correct
alternative order.

User control and freedom, flexibility and
efficiency of use

No
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Supplementary Table S1 (Continued)

Feature under test Issue identified Heuristic violated Correctable

Pathway initial question lost among other
orders in the order set.

Error prevention Yes

Pathway recommendations were lost among
other information in the order set.

Recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors Yes

When an order was incorrect for two different
reasons, the user had to fail according to the
first reason, then repeat the workflow to learn
that they failed for the second reason.

Error prevention Yes

Users navigated away from the order screen
to search for a particular clinical data element
required for the clinical decision support
algorithm (eGFR) when it could be found
under an alternative tab in the original
screen.

Recognition, not recall Yes

Pathway failed to provide a desired reference
link.

Help and documentation Yes

Two versions of eGFR were specified, and only
one was included in the alert

Build defect

Passive alert:
guardianship

Multiple labels with different formatting and
backgrounds confused users.

Aesthetic and minimalist design, consistency
and standards

Yes

Clinical pathway:
apnea in stroke B

User failed to notice the first question in the
clinical decision support algorithm. Format-
ting changes needed to make the algorithm
more visible.

Aesthetic and minimalist design, consistency
and standards

Yes

Users navigated away from the order screen
to search for a particular clinical data element
required for the clinical decision support
algorithm (eGFR) when it could be found
under an alternative tab in the original
screen.

Recognition, not recall, help and
documentation

Yes

Pathway forced users to re-enter data found
elsewhere in the chart.

Recognition, not recall No

Passive alert: one-year
mortality risk

System did not notify the user that a partic-
ular selection automatically placed a consult
order.

Visibility of system status Yes

Placement of certain orders does not follow
usual order entry workflows.

Consistency and standards No

The feature did not put patient risk factors in
a dialog at the point of the workflow where it
was expected by users.

Recognition, not recall Yes

User found an alternative workflow which
allowed them tomake a selection and exit the
form without actually performing the task
recommended by the alert.

Error prevention No

Feature did not permit users directly navigate
to the relevant document directly.

Flexibility and efficiency of use No

Order: calendar icon At certain screen resolutions, the control
required could not be seen without scrolling
and was missed.

Error prevention Yes
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Supplementary Table S2 Summative testing results. SEQ: single ease question

Task
number

Mean task
time (s)

Mean
completion
score

Total
errors

Mean SEQ

Test event 1

Passive alert: annual screens 1 6.85 2.0 1 5.0

2 3.92 1.8 0 4.8

3 17.07 2.0 3 4.8

4 9.95 2.0 0 5.0

5 10.03 2.0 1 4.8

6 9.75 2.0 0 5.0

7 9.29 2.0 0 5.0

8 38.24 1.6 2 4.3

Documentation aid:
comorbidities A

1 83.07 1.5 1 2.5

Documentation aid:
comorbidities B

2 72.99 0.8 2 2.8

Interruptive alert: acute opioid A 1 79.99 1.6 0 4.2

2 56.25 2.0 0 4.2

Interruptive alert: acute opioid B 3 39.15 2.0 0 4.8

4 16.32 2.0 0 4.6

Test event 2

Interruptive alert: drug-disease interaction 1 157.6 2.0 1 4.2

2 93.0 2.0 0 4.5

Passive alert: malnutrition 1 20.7 1.8 1 5.0

2 9.2 2.0 0 4.8

Clinical pathway:
vascular access A

1 287.2 0.8 9 2.7

Clinical pathway: apnea in stroke A 1 111.0 1.8 1 4.0

2 121.7 2.0 0 4.2

Clinical pathway: neonatal syphilis 1 193.8 1.5 3 3.2

2 96.8 1.8 3 4.0

Test event 3

Clinical pathway: vascular access B 1 70.4 2 0 4.2

2 31.0 1.4 1 4.2

3 39.4 1.2 2 5.0

4 28.2 2.0 0 5.0

5 10.2 2.0 0 4.75

6 21.4 1.6 0 4.8

Clinical pathway: apnea in stroke B 1 80 1.0 4 4.2

2 57.6 2.0 1 4.8

Passive alert: guardianship 1 79.2 0.8 8 2.4

2 21 1.6 1 5.0

3 10.6 1.8 0 4.4

4 24.2 1.8 0 4.8

5 12 2.0 0 4.8

6 11 2.0 0 5.0
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Supplementary Table S2 (Continued)

Task
number

Mean task
time (s)

Mean
completion
score

Total
errors

Mean SEQ

Passive alert: one-year mortality risk 1 18.8 2.0 0 4.8

2 16.6 1.8 0 4.8

3 3.75 2.0 0 5.0

4 3.5 2.0 0 5.0

5 42.25 1.3 4 3.5

Order: calendar icon 1 63 1.2 4 5.0

2 60.75 1.0 4 4.6

3 23.5 1.5 4 4.8
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